**Now in Paperback**

**Appleseed: A Novel**
By Matt Bell
(Mariner Books, 9780063040151, $17.99, July 5, Fiction)

“This cross between a Shakespeare drama and a Grimm fairy tale is unsettling, attention-grabbing, and thought-provoking in the way stories do so well when reason often fails. A powerful read!”
—Helen Eddy, The Book Shoppe, Boone, IA

**Filthy Animals**
By Brandon Taylor
(Riverhead Books, 9780525538929, $16, June 21, Short Stories)

“These stories about human relationships range from those between lovers, friends, and family. How is it that Taylor can write so that we can see the interior crevices of these characters’ souls?”
—Rachel Watkins, Avid Bookshop, Athens, GA

**How to Catch a Mole: Wisdom from a Life Lived in Nature**
By Marc Hamer
(Greystone Books, 9781771649940, $17.95, June 14, Essays)

“Sublimely touching, this book has a balance that makes for good nature writing. Hamer’s memoir waxes and wanes, at times gruesome, sensual, violent, and awestruck. A book for fans of the way Mary Oliver lived and talked about her life.”
—Afton Montgomery, Tattered Cover Book Store, Denver, CO

**The Inheritance of Orquídea Divina: A Novel**
By Zoraida Córdova
(Atria Books, 9781982102555, $17, July 5, Fiction)

“This story sparkles and enchants! It’s a rich and layered multigeneration saga featuring strong women and a mystery revealed in magical realism that will tease and feed your imagination.”
—Grace Rajendran, University Book Store, Seattle, WA

**Island Queen: A Novel**
By Vanessa Riley
(William Morrow Paperbacks, 9780063002852, $16.99, June 14, Fiction)

“Both sweeping and intimate, beautiful and painful, this novel based on the life of Dorothy Kirwan Thomas is exquisite. Riley’s research is in the detail of each chapter, and readers will find themselves compulsively turning the pages.”
—Destinee Hodge, East City Bookshop, Washington, DC

**Lightning Strike: A Novel**
By William Kent Krueger
(Atria Books, 9781982128692, $17.99, July 5, Mystery)

“In this prequel to the Cork O'Connor series set in 1963, we meet 12-year-old Cork’s family as his father investigates a murder. Even as Cork believes he will never be a cop, we can see Cork’s inevitable future as an investigator.”
—Carol Blizzard Dunn, Northwind Book & Fiber, Spooner, WI
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